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CC
IGAR BOX LABELS ARE ONE OF THE EARLIEST
and most beautiful forms of color advertising.  There are
many collecting themes and Money and Gold are popu-
lar ones.  In this article I will present a brief introduction

to this wonderful hobby and show a few of the greatest numismatic
related cigar box labels.

Rarity

Most of the cigar box labels featured in this article are extremely rare,
however there are some beautiful ones that are less rare.   Of course, I am showing
mostly the great rare ones, but it is important to remember that there are more
than a thousand beautiful labels available on the market that can be purchased for
under $100.  My Rarity Scale is my best attempt to judge the rarity of the labels.
When I say known, I mean known to me in my 30 years of collecting these small
masterpieces.  Also remember that even if you have a label where there are 300
known -- that is nothing in most hobbies.  When more people discover this
hobby, they will eventually all be in private collections and certainly not consid-
ered common.

R – 1 1 – 3 known
R – 2 4 – 10 known
R – 3 11 – 20 known
R – 4 21 – 50 known 
R – 5 51 – 100 known
R – 6 101 – 200 known
R – 7 201 – 500 known
R – 8 – 501 or more  known

Some Questions and Answers  

What was the purpose of the early cigar box labels?

When a man or occasionally a woman walked into a cigar store over a
century ago, he would see a very large number of open boxes of cigars.  Many of
the cigars tasted about the same, so in order to sell them, the cigar makers would
advertise their brand with the most beautiful and interesting paper labels glued to
the cigar boxes.  The more beautiful or interesting – the better!!   

For example, if one box offering cigars was called Sally Cigars, and had a
woman sitting on a bench and looking at you – it may not catch your attention.
However if Sally had a red or blue stocking on her leg and had her dress pulled up
a little and was smiling at you, then you may start to notice.  But, let’s say that the
cigar was now not named Sally, but had a more provocative name like “Try Me” –
and if the same lady now had a bare breast in addition to the sexy stockings and
the big smile --   then those cigars probably sold like hot cakes!  

So these cigar box labels were the advertising!  This was the way that the
cigar makers could catch the eye of the potential buyers.  Thus each manufacturer
would try to buy the most beautiful and interesting labels that they could find to
advertise and sell their cigars.  So the fifteen or so major lithographers of America
engaged in an intense battle with each other in order to create the most art to sell
to the cigar manufacturers.  

It is very important to point out that these were not simple paper cre-
ations that were printed on a press!!   NO --  they were created by the lithogra-
phers by using the most complicated and labor intensive printing process known -
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-  Stone Lithography!  But much more on this process later.  So eye catching and
absolutely beautiful advertising labels with Sporting, Military, Comical, Romantic
and many other themes were created during the Golden Age of cigar box label art
1870 – 1910.

Why collect cigar box label art?    

When you actually hold them in your hands and see these magnificent
creations, you will begin to understand.  Many people have never discovered cigar
box labels and when they have, they have only seen the relatively common ones
that were found in old factories in Pennsylvania about 40 years ago.  Many collec-
tors who went to Eastern old paper shows would see these being offered by a
number of dealers and although they were pretty, they did not seem to be espe-
cially rare and therefore nothing to get excited about.  

However, 98% of all cigar box labels are very rare and at least 70% of all
known labels are extremely rare with fewer than 20 being known.  Of course
there are many that only one example is known, and until proven otherwise may
be actually unique!!  Once you get past the 300 or so common ones, then you will
discover the salesmen’s samples and proof labels, ALL of which are extremely
rare!  

Frankly, even the so called common ones are rare as compared to most
other collectibles.  Many of the “common” ones exist in numbers of fewer than
1,000 known.  Even the most common ones number fewer than 10,000 known.
So as more and more people discover this art form in the future, it would be easy
for the $10 common label to disappear and possibly be the $500 affordable starter
label for new collectors because it will not be so common anymore.  
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Above:  Bank Note, R7, valued at
$19.
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What if I do not smoke cigars?

If you are a cigar smoker then collecting these labels is a natural for you,
however 80% of the collectors that I know do not smoke and many of them are
women.  They collect them for the fantastic beauty of the artwork and the excite-
ment of searching and finding something historic and RARE that few other peo-
ple have.

What are the salesmen’s sample labels?

It has been estimated that there were more than 50,000 manufacturers of
cigars in America.  Of course, many of these were very small operations, BUT
they all needed to advertise their cigars and make them as appealing to smokers as
possible.  The fifteen or so major lithographers competed with each other to sell
their creations to these factories and manufacturers.  The lithographers would
produce many labels on speculation and then mail these labels to the factories to
demonstrate the kind of quality labels that they could produce.  

Most also had salesmen who would call on the factories and again leave
behind sample labels hopefully to produce future sales.  These sample labels many
times had the price of the labels printed near the bottom and also had a number
printed on them.  See the examples.  Sometimes these labels were put in booklets
that ranged from about a half dozen entirely different labels to very large books
with more than 100 labels.  

Most all of the sample labels that survive today came from these booklets,
so if you have a salesmen’s sample label, you know that it has to be rare!  Almost
all of these booklets have been broken up and the individual labels were sold to
collectors over the the last 120 years.  Also it is important to remember that
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Above:  The Chicago National, R2,
valued at $4,500.
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almost all of the books were totally differ-
ent from one another.  So whether one
book survived and was broken up or ten
survived and were broken up, it is unlikely
that the labels were the same in all ten
books.   

Of course each lithographer cre-
ated his own labels and had his own style
and level of quality.  These lithographers
hired the most creative artists.  The artists
are mostly unknown today, but the quality
of their work is amazing and also their
unbelievable imagination to create the
themes of the labels.  When you look at
many of these sample labels, you will just
shake your head in amazement at what
creativity thought of these themes and
then created them.    

413Paper Money • November/December 2010 • Whole No. 270

Above: New Stock Exchange, R1, valued at $9,500.
Right:  Yukon, R1, valued at $4,500.
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What are proof cigar box labels?

When the lithographer was
almost ready to start production of a label,
he would create a very small number of
labels to test the process, alignment and
colors.  These are what are referred to as
proof cigar box labels.  Usually fewer than
10 of these were produced and normally
they would all be slightly different from
each other so all are technically unique.
All Proof Labels have small alignment
marks that look like large + plus signs.
There would normally be one at the top,
bottom, left and right of the image near
the edge of the paper.  

In addition to the alignment
marks, many but not all of the proof labels
had some color bars on the label.  The
lithographer may start by making a proof

Above: Record Bond, R8, valued at $9.  
Left:  Boss Lump, R1, valued at $9,500.
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with just one color bar and then another
with two bars and eventually one with all
the colors that were to go into the finished
label. See the examples. Thus ALL proof
labels are extremely rare!  Also many times
only a proof label will exist for a particular
image, as the lithographer perhaps had
been getting ready to produce many of the
regular labels to sell to a client someday,
but for some reason none of the regular
labels were ever produced.  Therefore the
only existing labels for many images that
have survived are the proofs that were
found in a printer’s files or archives.

Why are some labels large and others
smaller?

The large labels were to be the
advertising that went on the inside lid of
the box.  These are generally referred to as
inner labels.  The smaller labels or outer
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Above: Redemption, R1, valued at $1,950.  
Right:  Wall Street Club, R1, valued at $4,400.
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Above: Stock Exchange, R2, valued at $2,950.  Below:  Gold Nugget, R2, valued at $4,400.
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labels, were generally placed on the ends of the box.  Many of the smaller labels
were torn when the lid was first opened.  More on this later under Collecting
Cigar Boxes.  

In general the large labels were about 6 inches by 9 inches, however this
can vary by label and by manufacturer.  Some times the labels were made some-
what smaller so that they could fit on smaller boxes.  The smaller labels are gen-
erally around 4 inches by 4 inches.  Both are desirable to collect.  The outers gen-
erally sell for around 50% of the price of the inners, however that can vary based
on how much of the important part of the image on the inner is also on the outer. 

For example, if the inner had bears dancing in the middle of the label and
very little else was happening on the sides of the image, then an outer with the
same bears might bring 70% of the price of the inner.  However, if there were
hunters or other people or animals on the left or right of the bears and they were
doing interesting things, and you could not see them on the outer, then the price
for the outer may be worth only 50% of the inner since much of the action is
missing.  

It varies from label to label, but a general rule for most of the outers is a
price of around half of the inner.  

How were they made?  What is stone lithography?  

These fantastic cigar box labels were made by a process called stone lith-
ography.  This is the most beautiful form of printing ever devised by mankind.
From a cost standpoint, it is virtually impossible to use today!  I am not going to
go into detail about the process here as many of the fine books that I am recom-
mending have extensive detail regarding stone lithography, but I will give a short
explanation here.                                            Please turn to page 462
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Below:  David M. Beach proudly dis-
plays several of his rare complete
cigar boxes opened to show off their
spectacular inner labels.  Beach has
been collecting cigar box labels for
more than 20 years.  He has one of
the best collections of American
cigar box labels and cigar boxes in
the world.  David was a Hospital
Administrator for many years, and
was the CEO/President of four hospi-
tals in four states over a period of 20
years. 
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Continued from page 417

Basically stone lithography involves the drawing of artwork with greasy
crayons on Bavarian limestone.  Because oil and water do not mix, it becomes
possible to create beautiful images that can be transferred from the stones to
paper.  This was very labor intensive so when you see a Proof Label that has --
for example eight colors on it --  this meant that the label had to be transferred
and perfectly lined up on eight different stones so that the eight different colors
could be applied one at a time.  Then if there was any embossing or gold gilding
to be added,  additional steps were required!!   

You can tell if an image was made by stone lithography by looking at it
with a magnifying glass and seeing if the image is full of thousands of “distinct
stipple dots” as can be seen on the enlarged examples shown.    Almost all of the
stone litho labels were produced between 1875 and about 1915.  If you see a cigar
box label that appears to be flat and does not look like it is “alive” then it probably
was made after 1915 by a much less expensive process called photomechanical
printing which used offset printing.   These labels have a uniform halftone screen
pattern and do not have the stipple dots that appear to have no regular pattern.  

What resources (books, etc.) are available that should I consider buying?

The fact that these fantastically beautiful stone lithography images even
exist today to tell their stories and present proof that once upon a time -- this
stone lithographic process actually existed -- is truly amazing.  The details of the
process are discussed in several readily available books and some rare ones, too!  

All of these books are very interesting. Most have many color photos of
cigar box labels.  Several are very detailed and explain many of the areas that I am
only lightly touching since my desire is to show the fantastic beauty of these
labels.   Pictures of many books are on my webpage, www.cigarboxlabels.com   [.]

Above: Bull Points, R2, valued at
$4,500.

MMaannyy ccoolloorrffuull cciiggaarr bbooxx llaabbeellss nnuummiissmmaattiiccaallllyy iinntteerreessttiinngg
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The Price Guide Book of Cigar Label Art.  The latest edition is 2007, however check
for future editions.  This is a good basic guide.  This book has a good section
on the stone lithography process.  It has a very good section on how the
labels are made and other details regarding the labels.  Many of the prices are
fairly accurate, however regarding true rarities, the book is extremely low on
most of them.  The author does the best that he can, however many of the
RARE ones just do not trade very often.  So if a label only traded one time
seven years ago, then that price does not reflect what it would be worth
today!!  Thus this guide book has many rarities at a small fraction of what
you would pay IF you could find one today.  However it is still worth having
as it gives a general view of which ones are rare and which ones are more eas-
ily obtained.  

Cigar Box Labels – Portraits of Life, Mirrors of History by Gerard S. Petrone.  This
is a wonderful book with many photos and lots of detail.  It was published in
1998, but its color is not as vibrant as the labels.  However the many rare
images make getting this book a must.  It shows some 1860s and ’70s labels
from the Library of Congress that I have never seen before.  This book has a
good section on the stone lithography process.

1998 Cigar-Label Art Virtual Encyclopedia by Edwin D. Barnes & Wayne H.
Dunn.  A very rare but valuable book.  This has several thousand small size
images of labels so you can quickly see what many of the labels look like.  It
also has several great chapters explaining details about collecting the labels,
and a great section on the stone lithography process.

The Art of the Cigar Label by Joe Davidson.  A beautiful and very large coffee table
type book with many nice color pictures and lots of great detail about labels
and the stone lithography process.  The book is fairly easy to find.  The val-
ues are very old and out-of-date, but the book is a must have!

Smoker’s Art by Joe and Sue Davidson.  Again another beautiful and very large
coffee table type book by the same authors with many nice color pictures and

Above: Free Coinage, R2, valued at
$3,700.
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lots of great detail about labels and stone lithography.  The book is fairly easy
to find.  The values are very old and out-of-date, but this book is also a must
have!

The Spanish American War: Fully Illustrated with Lithographic Cigar Labels by Major
Silas Bass.  An extremely rare book, but one that you should get if you can
find a copy.  The rare military and patriotic cigar box labels that are pictured
make this a real collector’s item in itself.

Patriotic Cigar-Label Art by Major Silas Bass and Edwin D. Barnes.  Another rare
book but a great one if you can find it!

Cigar Label Art Price Guide by Wayne H. Dunn.  This is an extremely valuable
guide with prices and lots of details.  It was published until about 2002 so all
of the old issues are hard to come by, however it lists many of the super rare
labels that are not included in any other guide.  Of course the prices are old,
but you can easily see which ones are the rarest.

Tobacco Advertising – The Great Seduction by Gerard S. Petrone, MD.  A very good
book about many subjects including cigar box labels and caddy labels.
Published in 1996 so the values are very low and not accurate at all, but still
GREAT photos!!

Eros magazine hardback, Summer 1962.  This is a scarce issue of a magazine in
hardback form.  It has eight full color pages of many rare and beautiful cigar
box labels. 

Above: Tickers, R1, valued at $9,500.
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The Cigar Label Gazette by Ed Barnes.  This was a
wonderful bi-monthly newsletter magazine.   It is
no longer being published, but 50 issues and all
the great photos are on the web.  Go to
http://www.cigarlabelgazette.com/ and click on
“Articles,” then you can see all 50 issues.  Also
click on the “Gallery” and you can see hundreds of
great scans of cigar box labels.

www.cigarboxlabels.com is my web page.  You can see
several thousand cigar box labels.  Many are for
sale, and some are in the museum

How do I collect cigar box labels?

There are many ways to form a collection of
cigar box labels.  Many people find one or several dif-
ferent areas or “themes” that appeal to them.  For
example, some of the themes are:  

Above: Gold Mine, R2, valued at $4,900.
Right:  Toss Up 4X4, R2, valued at $3,900.
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Sports like baseball, pool or hunting and fishing;
Patriotic;
Uncle Sam;
Romance and romantic comedy;
Fantasy;
Everyday slice of Life in the 1880s;
Lincoln: there are some great Lincoln cigar box
labels, and I furnished a number of them to
Fred Reed for use in his book on Old Abe,
Abraham Lincoln, the Image of His Greatness.
Check them out;
Cuba etc etc.   

In my new book Cigar Label Advertising
Art, there will be a chapter for many such
themes with a great many labels shown in full
color.  Of course some people collect several or
even many or even all of these themes so you do
not have to limit yourself.  Each theme may
have a small number of utterly fantastic labels.
Some collectors only want to collect the rarest
and most beautiful or interesting, and they will
collect them no matter what the theme is.
Some prople only want the large labels, while
others prefer the smaller 4” x 4” ones.

Above:  Bottom Figure lid, R1, valued at $3,500.
Left:  The author’s new book Cigar Label Advertising Art.
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Above:  Gold Mine, R2, valued at $4,900.  Below:  Gold Hunter, R4, valued at $1,800. 
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Above:  Gold Nuggets,
graded G3 by GCLGS, R1,
valued at $2,950 shown full
size.
Right:  Close up of the same
label shown 2X to illustrate
the exquisite detail of the
colorful stone lithography.
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However, most people collect both sizes and from a number of themes.

How are cigar box labels graded? 

This grading system is known as the Astral Grading Scale, and is used by
many collectors and dealers:

MT (Mint): As printed-label will have virtually no signs of handling or aging
(may have printing imperfections)

NM (Near Mint): Very minimal handling or very slight aging.  Does not
affect the image    

EX (Excellent): Has one or possibly more of the following, but does not
affect the image: slight aging, light handling, slight foxing or minimal
edge wear 

VF (Very Fine): Has some of the following: margin creases, slight edge
wear, margin foxing or light to medium soiling (may have minimal affect
to the image) 

F (Fine): Has some of the following: edge wear, creases, foxing, soiling or
stains 

VG (Very Good): Has several of the following: stains, creases, small to
medium tears or significant problems that affect the image 

G (Good): Creases, tears, soiling, etc. 
P (Poor): Basically a filler, holes, rips, tears, soiling and other major prob-

lems

What about a third party Grading Service?

There is an Excellent Grading Service called GCLGS.  They are VERY
strict in their grading, and in general GCLGS-graded labels sell for much more
than non-graded labels.

Above:  Full Weight, R1, valued at
$4,000.
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You will be able to see some graded labels in my book.  However, it is
important to remember that not all labels need to be graded by an outside service.
If a beginning collector feels more comfortable in getting graded labels, then that
is a good reason for him to do it, but once he becomes more familiar with holding
the labels and grading them himself, he may actually prefer the non-graded ones.  

I personally have many of the most expensive labels in my collection
graded by GCLGS, however I have many that are not also.  The graded labels are
put in a VERY Clear plastic holder, like a baseball card or comic book graded
holder, and you can still see the color and details easily, but again some people do
prefer to be able to actually touch the label and see it without a holder.  

What about storage and should I ever repair a label?

Always use acid free storage sheet protectors and make sure that the
paper in them is acid free.  A professional dealer can advise on this subject.  Also
be very careful in repairing labels.  In general it is always better to NOT repair
them.  However, some people may want to close a tear with acid free tape.  BUT
be certain that you use only a professional tape that can be removed and will not
damage the label!!!    NEVER use scotch tape as it will eat into the paper and
eventually destroy the label.  Again, a professional dealer can advise where to buy
safe products.

What about collecting cigar boxes and the lids from the boxes?

Many people want to collect the entire box with the label glued on to the
lid of the box.  The box reeks with history, and some collector’s even like the old

Above:  Gold Fields, R2, GCLGS
Graded  EX 7, valued at $8,500.
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tax stamps on them.  However the MOST Important part of the box is the adver-
tising cigar box label inside of the lid.  This is where 95% of the value is!!  Also
most 100 year old cigar boxes are not in good shape so many collector’s prefer to
get a label that was never put on a box.  

Generally the same label will be worth more if it has never been put on a
box.  Of course there are exceptions to this, especially if you have a fairly common
loose label that no one has ever seen on an appropriately named box when after
many years a box show up --  then the box could be worth MANY times what the
loose label is worth.  

Boxes also make great
display items in a collector’s
office or home.   Also some-
times a label on a box is
extremely RARE and in some
cases it has never been seen as a
loose label.  Then it does not
matter if the box is half crushed
or messed up as long as the
label is half way decent.  The
real value is in the label and
many great rarities exist only
on the lid of a cigar box.  The
lid many times is detached from
the box.  If the box no longer
even exists, but the lid itself
with the label attached remains
that’s where the real value is.  

Of course it is prefer-
able that the lid is still attached
to the box and that the box is in
nice shape, but that seldom is
the case so it is perfectly
acceptable to buy and sell only
the lids of rare cigar boxes.  In
my personal collection, I have
several hundred lids with super
rare labels on them that I have
never seen as a full box with
label attached.  

What about caddy or tobacco crate labels?

I love these labels and have a nice collection of them!  These were some-
what larger in size – generally about 10” x 10” or 14” x 7”.  These were normally
attached to the side of large wooden boxes or caddies full of plug tobacco.  These
were mostly produced in Virginia.  The good ones are from the 1870s – 1880s.
For some of these, there are  several hundred known, but because there are few
collectors they are considered common.  This is silly, of course, as they are beauti-
ful.  After more collectors discover them, they will someday be considered very
rare.  Although there are maybe 20 – 25 that are currently considered common
and sell for low prices (under $200) there are also others that are extreme RARI-
TIES and these can go for more than $10,000 even today.  So frankly, this is a
good field to consider collecting as well as cigar box labels and boxes!!  

Above:  Welcome Nugget, R5, valued
at $395.
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Above:  Leading Nickel, R1, valued
at $9,500.

What about cigar bands?

There are some people who collect bands, however in general bands do
not go for much money.  It seems that there are more collectors in Europe.  I
have some bands, but I generally do not collect them.

What about pricing and the state of the hobby?

The hobby has only recently been discovered and therefore the number
of collectors is still fairly small.  We’ve illustrated numismatically-related labels
here valued at from $9 to $9,500, so there are examples available for all pocket-
books.  However as more and more people discover the joys of collecting these
RARE and beautiful antique art pieces, prices should rise substantially.  The time
to begin a collection is NOW while the prices are low.  Would you rather invest
$10,000 in a hobby where there were tens of thousands of collectors and even the
common pieces sold for thousands of dollars or put your money in a hobby where
there are several thousand pieces priced under $175 and then watch them grow in
value?   The time to get interested in NOW.  

Most all of the pieces illustrated in this article are RARE!!!   Really
Rare!!  The seemingly high prices however are still cheap when you consider that
most of these are fewer than 50 known and a large number are fewer than 10
known.  Some are presently considered UNIQUE with only one known!
However there are several thousand other pieces here that can be had for much
less. In many cases they are just as beautiful and interesting!   So do not be dis-
couraged by some of the higher prices.  Many of them are considered museum
pieces and are shown to demonstrate the fantastic beauty of cigar box label art. 

The good news is that everyday, more collectors are discovering the art
in the cigar box labels and more very reputable organizations are beginning to
talk about them.  In 2008 Heritage Auctions of Dallas offered a rare collection of
mostly proof labels.  This author bought as many as he could afford and wished
that he had bought more!!   Prices are going up!!                                                   v
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